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1)

Truth and Love (1-3)
A) Christians are bound together by
________
B) Truth produces _______
C) Grace, Mercy and Peace are experienced
through _______ and ________
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2)

Walking in Truth (4-6)
A) Command to walk in ________
B) Command to walk in _______
C) Command to walk in ____________
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Walking in Truth (4-6)
A) Command to walk in ________
B) Command to walk in _______
C) Command to walk in ____________

3)

Run from Falsehood (7-11)
A) ________ Out!
▪ So you don’t lose what we have
worked for
▪ So you receive a full reward
B) _________ the deceivers!
▪ A test to discern
▪ Don’t take part in the wicked works by
supporting them
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4)

Rejoice in the Truth (12-13)
A) There is value in welcoming true
___________
B) There is ______ in face-to-face fellowship
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Answers: truth, love, love, truth, truth, love, obedience, Watch, Reject, teaching, joy
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Small Group Questions

Small Group Questions

1. How are love and truth inseparable and
essential aspects of the life of a believer?
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2. Why is it hard to maintain the balance between
love and truth?
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3. In what was the fellowship between believers
destroyed when truth and love are not kept in
balance?
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4. How can we move ahead in our spiritual walk
without running ahead of Christian doctrine?
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5. What standard should we apply when asked to
support someone’s ministry?
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6. What standard should we apply when allowing
media and people to have influence in our own
lives?
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7. In what way does this passage show equality
between the Father and the Son? Why do you
think John pointed this out?
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